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Summary 

As the cloud economy matures, VMware is evolving new business models to enable on-demand purchasing of 
cloud products and services and is driving new revenue opportunities for channel partners through its 
Subscription-based Delivery Platform (SDP). SDP is a set of policies, processes, and procedures—in short, a 
business model—that allows partners a flexible way to configure cloud solutions for customers. Customers can 
also purchase cloud solutions through VMware’s direct sales teams. 

The Journey 

SDP drives scalable, integrated business processes between VMware, its partners, and customers. VMware 
launched the SDP initiative in late 2012, forming leadership teams in business and IT to drive engagement 
across internal organizations to manage change and deliver the platform solution.  

 

“Getting our internal teams to shift their mindset from our current way of doing business to the subscription-
based model presented several challenges,” said Vinh Ma, IT’s business engagement director for SDP. “It took 
us all awhile to get our thinking out of the traditional boxes of our functional areas and understand what this 
new subscription business model was about. We are now better internally aligned to support subscription 
offerings; we have updated and created new process flows to enable purchasing, support, and self-service of 
VMware products, starting with the vCloud Hybrid Service.”  

 

Creating SDP required realigning VMware teams around the Subscription Customer Lifecycle to have ordering, 
billing, payment, and other functions fully support subscription product offerings. The cross-organizational 
effort spanned numerous internal organizations, including IT, Order Management, Partner Operations, 
Finance Operations, Deal Operations, Deal Desks, Global Support, Sales Operations, SPAN, FAST, and the 
vCloud Hybrid Service teams, as well as VMware sales and engineering teams.  

 

“SDP is an integrated software solution designed to leverage business processes and policies that help 
customers engage and realize the potential of the hybrid cloud service,” said Ma.  “As we move toward the 
Software Defined Data Center, business processes and systems must evolve to address that more and more 
elements of the business relationship are delivered on a subscription basis.” 

 

Through SDP, VMware’s direct sales force and channel partners can sell and support new subscription 
products. VMware customers can view and manage their subscription products under SDP through the 
customer portal My VMware.  As a business model, SDP “scales” with a customer’s cloud needs, delivering 
products, services and customer support all on subscription. As a subscription business infrastructure, SDP 
helps to integrate the customer support experience through My VMware.  

 

The first offering through SDP is vCloud Hybrid Service, VMware’s  “hybrid” cloud product. Over time, VMware 
will extend more offerings leveraging the SDP platform, noted Ma. 

 

Currently vCloud Hybrid Service is available in two formats: as a dedicated cloud in a true, single tenant private 
cloud, or as a multitenant virtual private cloud. VMware’s virtual private cloud is delivered as a secure, 
production-ready, hosted service, offered on a subscription basis. It provides a lower point of entry for 
enterprise customers while addressing the capacity needs at the higher end of the SMB space. SDP enables a 
shared tenant (virtual) private cloud for customers who may want to shift to an off-premise cloud but do not 
need physically isolated computing resources.  
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“This is an example of how VMware can build the necessary delivery vehicle to better facilitate the customer’s 
journey to the cloud,” noted Ma.  

 

New content was developed for partner training to help them learn how to transact on SDP.  Partners and 
customers can purchase compute power, storage, networking, and other elements of vCloud Hybrid Service 
using SDP, with more offerings available over time. 

 

Core to SDP is the billing engine hosted by Aria Systems.  One challenge was integrating Aria with other 
financial systems, noted Ma. Each system had its corresponding business policies and required testing before 
production release, he added. Aria supports the entire subscriber lifecycle, providing for invoicing, payment, 
product, pricing, and many other business needs. VMware IT has integrated Aria within the existing 
application environment to quickly build out a robust subscription management platform.   

 

“Over time, SDP will evolve and scale to include many other offerings, such as the VMware Horizon suite,” said 
Ma.  

 

The End Result 

Partner reception to SDP has been very positive and they are eager to enable their processes and systems to 
allow customer transactions to start flowing through, noted Ma.  

 

“SDP gives the channel access to new products and unifies the customer experience across products, services, 
and customer support,” noted Ma.  

 


